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ABSTRACT

A hair straightener device encompasses a straightening tool that is comb-like. The straightening tool has a row of tines that are spaced apart respectively to each other by one hair receptacle. Each tine is associated with at least one first molded part that is movably mounted. It is movably supported relative to the additional tine that surrounds the hair receptacle. The straightening tool furthermore surrounds a second molded part which is associated with the additional tine that surrounds this hair receptacle. This serves the implementation of a hair shaping gap between the molded parts of a hair receptacle. The hair shaping gaps that are located between the molded parts are undercut at least in the hair shaping position of the molded parts toward one another in the direction toward the border, of the hair receptacle, that connects the tines.
HAIR STRAIGHTENER

CROSS REFERENCE APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of German Application No. 20 2009 011 098.2, filed Oct. 1, 2009, which is incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Hair straightener devices, so-called straighteners, can be equipped with a smoothing tool that is comb-like. The straightening tool of such devices encompasses comb sequence that is formed by tines that are spaced apart, wherein respectively two neighboring tines that are disposed at a distance to one another surround one hair receptacle. During the hair straightening process each hair receptacle, or at least one of the two tines that surround each hair receptacle, have access to a first molded part. This one is supported in a movable manner relative to the additional one that surrounds the hair receptacle. Associated with the first molded part of each hair receptacle is a second molded part. Between the two molded parts, which for the process of the shaping of the hair act against one another subject to pre-load, is located a hair shaping gap into which a hair strand is placed for the purpose of straightening. The straightening is accomplished by positioning the hair straightener device at the hair root section of the hair section to be straightened, inserting of the hair strands into the hair receptacles of the straightening tool and the pulling of the hair strands gathered by the hair receptacles through the straightening tool. This takes place typically during a corresponding movement of the hair straightener device relative to the head of the person whose hair is to be straightened.

[0003] In a prior art hair straightener the first movably supported molded parts are individually spring supported at each tine. In such a hair straightener the insertion of a hair strand into a hair shaping gap takes place against the force of the spring element acting on the first molded parts. The straightening movement is executed when the hair is located in the several hair shaping gaps. In the process the spring force that is acting on the individual first molded parts determines that force that acts on the hair for the process of the straightening. The second molded part then represents the abutment. This prior art hair straightener has a hot air blower whose heated air stream is guided into the straightening tool for providing the required heat for the hair straightening process. The straightening tool itself has air exhaust openings in the area of the root areas of the rigid tines in order for the heated air stream to reach the hair to be shaped.

[0004] An additional hair straightener device of the type is disclosed in EP 1 721 539 A1. This hair straightener device differs from the previously described one in that the first molded parts are connected to one another by a bar and that these molded parts can be moved as a whole molded part unit relative to the rigid tines against the force of a reset spring. The molded part unit can be brought into the position that opens the hair shaping gap by an actuator. This has the advantage that the insertion of the hair strands into the respective hair shaping gaps is simplified. Furthermore it is possible in the case of this embodiment to adjust the reset force and thereby the force that is acting on the hairs for the process of the hair straightening. This previously known hair straightener also has a hot air blower to the supply the heat required for the hair shaping.

[0005] In the case of the above prior art comb-like hair straighteners devices, it has been shown that during the process of the hair shaping, some or all of hair strands emerge from the hair shaping gap in sufficiently straightened. Therefore, in order for all the desired hairs to be straightened, the straightening process as to be repeated several times.

[0006] If heat is supplied to the hair to be shaped by an air stream, in addition to heat the hair, the heated air stream also dries the hair. However, sometimes a quick drying of the hair to be shaped is undesirable.

[0007] In addition to the prior art comb hair straightener devices, there are those also hair straighteners that consist of two tong-like arms next to each other, wherein each arm encompasses a molded part pointing to the other arm. These molded parts are implemented in a plate-like manner with a level surface. The force acting on the hair to be straightened is brought to bear on the arms manually by the user by a closing movement, and therefore because of the exerted closing force. Due to the relatively large hair shaping surface there is no danger in these hair straighteners that individual hair strands escape from the hair shaping gap during the execution of the typical straightening movement. However, with these hair straightener devices care has to be taken to that large an amount of hair is not place in the hair shaping gap. This in turn can generally not occur in the previously described hair comb-like straightening tools with a straightening tools as a result of the hair strand separation that is thereby carried out.

[0008] The foregoing example of the related art and limitations related therewith are intended to be illustrative and not exclusive. Other limitations of the related art will become apparent to those of skill in the art upon a reading of the specification and a study of the drawings.

SUMMARY

[0009] The disclosure concerns a comb-like hair straightener tool that has tines spaced apart respectively to each other and disposed in a row, with at least one molded part that is associated with each tine and disposed in a movable manner relative to an additional one that surrounds this hair receptacle and with a second molded part that is associated with one of the additional tines surrounding this hair receptacle for the purpose of implementing a hair shaping gap between the two molded parts of a hair receptacle.

[0010] The following embodiments and aspects thereof are described and illustrated in conjunction with systems, tool and methods which are meant to be exemplary and illustrative, not limiting in scope. In various embodiments, one or more of the above described problems have been reduced or eliminated, while other embodiments are directed to other improvements.

[0011] An aspect of the invention with the comb type of hair straightener device were the hair shaping gaps that are located between the molded parts, at least in the hair shaping position of the molded parts, are undercut to one another in the direction of the border of the hair receptacles that connects the tines.

[0012] In this hair straightener the hair shaping gaps that are respectively surrounded by the two molded parts are implemented in an undercut manner. The undercut extends in the direction to the border of the hair receptacles that extends between the tines. Consequently the hair shaping gap expands after a constriction in the direction of the hairs to be inserted into a hair shaping gap. The hair strands to be shaped during the straightening process are therefore located in a hair shap-
ing gap that tapers toward the tip of the tine. As a result, the hair shaping gap located between the two molded parts is fundamentally closed during the process of hair straightening by the partial abutment of the two molded parts next to each other, in contrast to the previously mentioned hair straighteners.

If the hair shaping gap is not completely closed after the insertion of the hair strand because too large a hair strand was placed in the hair shaping gap, then the excess hair that prevented a closure of the hair shaping gap will emerge from the hair shaping gap during the course of the hair shaping process as the straightening device is pulled through the hair. Consequently, after a sufficient amount of hair has come out of the shaping gap, the shaping gap is closed by the abutment of the two molded parts in the area of the constriction that forms the undercut. Since the process of the adaptation of too large a strand within the hair shaping gap to the prescribed maximal size typically occurs during the beginning of a hair straightening movement, the shaping process of the additional hairs that remain in the hair shaping gap is not affected. Consequently, with this hair straightening device it is simultaneously assured that the hair shaping process is always the same, or at least approximately the same, for the respectively shaped hairs or hair strands. By these means the result of the straightening is improved. A frequent repetition of the straightening process is typically not required.

This type of hair shaping gap or the molded parts that surround a hair shaping gap is suitable for both hair straighteners where the movable molded parts are supported independently for each time as well as for hair straighteners where the movable hair shaping parts are combined to one molded part unit.

The opening of the hair shaping gap and therefore the constriction for the implementation of the undercut is typically located in the area of the cover of the molded part on the tine's upper side to be able to utilize the first movably supported molded parts for the process of the hair shaping in the most extensive manner. One will however equip the movable molded parts with a slant that slopes toward the constriction for the purpose of the easier insertion of a hair strand into a hair shaping gap.

In one example the movable molded parts are connected with one another by at least one bar and form a rigid molded part unit. Said unit is movably supported relative to the rigid tines. It is of a particular advantage if such a molded form unit is manufactured from a material that conducts heat well, for example an aluminum alloy. The part can be formed by way of pressure die casting or other known means. An electric heating installation can be provided for the heating up of the molded parts as a part of the molded part unit. In such an embodiment the provision of a heated air stream to supply the heat required for the hair shaping process to the hair to be shaped is not required. Rather the hair strands that are inserted in the hair shaping gap are heated immediately by the heated first molded parts. This has the advantage that the hair straightener can be relatively small. A PTC heating element can be suitable as an electric heating installation on the at least one bar that connects the molded parts with one another. The characteristics that conduct heat well permit a quick and even heating up of the molded part unit and therefore of the molded parts that belong to this unit. It is also possible to provide another electric resistance heater at a corresponding position. Furthermore, if the molded part unit is manufactured by die casting it is possible to integrate an electric resistance heater into the molded parts. The heating element is then surrounded by the molded part unit. This embodiment permits the quick heating of the individual molded parts. In an alternative embodiment an electrical heating element integrated into the molded parts unit is located within the one or the many bars that connect the individual molded parts and is typically molded in.

As second molded parts that act together with the first molded parts the tines, which are positioned facing the first molded parts relative to the respective hair receptacle, can serve at least partially serve. According to an additional embodiment it is provided that the first molded parts are elements that are incorporated into the tines that face the first molded parts. Here too the case may one of a molded parts unit that is formed by means of one or several bars. In such an embodiment it is also useful to manufacture this second molded parts unit from a material that conducts heat well, for example an aluminum alloy. A die casting process can again be used. In this embodiment, the second molded parts can also be equipped with a heater designed as the previously described first molded parts unit. In this embodiment the two molded parts interacting together for the implementation of a hair shaping gap are heated. However, it is viewed as sufficient if only one of the two molded parts is heated. In such a case the other, not heated molded part, is heated by the other molded parts which, during non-use, abut against it due to spring pretension so that for the hair shaping process the two molded parts that implement a hair shaping gap are heated.

In addition to the exemplary aspects and embodiments described above, further aspects and embodiments will become apparent by reference to the accompanying drawings forming a part of this specification wherein like reference characters designate corresponding parts in the several views.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a side view of a hair straightener device with straightening tool that is implemented comb-like according to the first embodiment.

FIG. 2 is an enlarged representation of the straightening tool of the straightening device of FIG. 1 in a lateral view.

FIG. 3 is an enlarged representation of the straightening tool of the straightening device of FIG. 1 in a plan view.

FIG. 4 is an enlarged representation of the straightening tool of FIG. 2 with the movable parts of the straightening tool in a hair straightening position relative to each other.

FIG. 5 is a cut away view through the straightening tool of FIG. 2.

FIG. 6 shows the essential elements of the straightening tool according to a further embodiment for a hair straightener device.

FIG. 7 is an exploded view of the components associated with the construction of the straightening tool of FIG. 6.

FIG. 8 is a cut away view of the straightening tool of FIG. 6 in a longitudinal cut in a first position of its movable molded parts.

FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional cut through the straightening tool of FIG. 8 along line B-B.

FIG. 10 is a longitudinal cut through the straightening tool of FIG. 8 along line C1-C1.

FIG. 11 is a longitudinal cut through the straightening tool of FIG. 8 in the position of its movable parts in the straightening position.
Before explaining the disclosed embodiment of the present invention in detail, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of the particular arrangement shown, since the invention is capable of other embodiments. Exemplary embodiments are illustrated in referenced figures of the drawings. It is intended that the embodiments and figures disclosed herein are to be considered illustrative rather than limiting. Also, the terminology used herein is for the purpose of description and not of limitation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Referring first to FIG. 1, a hair straightener I has a straightening tool 3 that is connected by means hand grip 2. The straightening tool 3 is electrically heated in the depicted embodiment. The hair straightener I has an electrical connection cable 4 for electric current supply. The straightening tool 3 is designed in a comb-like manner and features a row of rigid tines 5 that are spaced apart from one another. With the exception of the outermost tine that is disposed near the tip 6 of the straightening tool 3, each tine 5 of the row of tines is associated a movable first molded part 7. The molded parts 7 are combined to one molded part unit 3 as described below. The molded parts unit is movable in the direction of the longitudinal extension of the row of tines and can be adjusted from its position shown in FIG. 1 in a translational manner in the direction toward the hand grip 2 by an actuator element that is designed as a button 8 in the depicted embodiment. The tines are implemented together with a cover shell 9 that forms part of the housing of the straightening tool 3 as a plastic injection molded piece.

The tines 5 are designed in an arch-shaped manner and surround the first molded parts 7, as seen FIG. 2. Two neighboring tines 5 that are disposed toward one another enclose one hair receptacle 10. Part of the hair receptacle 10 is a hair shaping gap 11, shown open in FIG. 2, which extends between each first molded part 7 and the side of the neighboring tine 5 that points to this molded part 7. The first molded parts 7 are moved as a molded part unit by the corresponding actuation of the button 8 against the force of a reset spring relative to the tine 5 that is stationary.

As seen FIG. 2, the part surface of the first molded parts 7 that faces the neighboring tines 5 is arched from the tips of the tines 5 to the lower border of the hair shaping gaps that form an undercut 13 that follows a construction 12. The hair receptacle 10 and the undercut 13 are delimited by a border 14 that extends between neighboring tines 5 and that is formed by sections of the cover shell 9. The section of the molded parts 7 located in the border 14, in reference to the upper end 15, is curved in the direction of the tines 5 that encompass the molded parts 7, in the depicted embodiment, insofar as the curvature extends into the arch that is formed by the tines 5 when the molded parts 7 are in the position that opens the hair shaping gaps, as shown in FIG. 7. By these means an insertion of a hair strand into a hair receptacle or a hair shaping gap 11 is facilitated.

As seen plain view of FIG. 3, the first molded parts 7 are corrugated in the lateral extension. The corrugation forms two shaping flanks 16, 16.1 in each molded part 7.

FIG. 4 is an enlarged section of the straightening tool 3 when the first molded parts 7 have closed the respective hair shaping gap 11. This position represents the position of the molded parts 7 during a straightening process. As can be seen, the hair shaping gaps 11 are not completely closed the area of the constrictions 12. Consequently the hair shaping gaps 11 remain open for the hairs that fill the undercut 13 so that the desired hair shaping pressure for straightening is exerted by means of the molded parts on the hairs gathered by the undercuts 13.

The tines 5 are arch-shaped as seen in FIG. 5. This has the advantage that in the open position of the hair shaping gaps 11 the molded parts 7 are not only received by the tine 5 that is associated with the respective molded part 7 (see FIG. 1) but that also during the gathering of only relatively little hair in a hair shaping gap 11 the front side pointing to the neighboring tine 5 can engage the backside of the neighboring tine.

FIG. 5 shows the first molded parts in a position between the open-position shown in FIG. 2 and the closed position shown in FIG. 4. In the closed-position shown in FIG. 4 the molded parts 7 are in a position facing the neighboring tine 5 in the case where a sufficient amount of hair was gathered into the undercut 13 of the hair shaping gap 11 in order for the molded parts 7 not to be further moved into the neighboring tines that form the second molded parts. In the embodiment depicted in FIGS. 1 to 5 the backside 17 of the neighboring tines 5 act together with the first molded parts 7 to whom the backside respectively point. In this context the design of the part surface of the molded parts 17 with their shaping flanks 16, 16.1 functions such that a hair shaping takes place at the edge labeled in the FIG. 5 with the reference symbol 18. The shaping force acting on the gathered hairs is then concentrated on this edge.

The first movable molded parts 7 are connected with one another by means of a bar 20 into a rigid concrete unit. This unit that is formed from the bar 20 and the individual molded parts 7 is manufactured by pressure die casting from an aluminum alloy in the depicted embodiment. This unit is adjustable in the direction toward the hand grip 2 by means of the button 8 against the force of a reset spring 21. If the button 8 is not actuated, the reset spring 21 biases the hair shaping gap 11 to the closed position. An actuation of the button 8 for the purpose of opening the hair shaping gap 11 allows the receiving the hair strands in the respective hair receptacles 10 or hair shaping gap 11.

A PTC heater element, which is not further described, is connected to the floor 22 of the bar 20 that connects the molded parts 7 in a disposition on the floor 22 that couples in heat. Its power is adjustable by means of an actuator element that is disposed on the hand grip 2. Due to the good heat conduction capability of the material used for the bar 20 and the molded parts 7 an even and quick distribution of the heat generated by the PTC heater element heats of the parts surfaces of the molded parts 7.

FIGS. 6 and 7 show the essential elements of a straightening tool 23 according to a further embodiment. The straightening tool 23 has a row of tines 5 and a molded part unit 25 with molded parts 27 held together by two bars 26, 26.1 and a second molded parts unit 28, in addition to the components of the first embodiment. The second molded parts unit 28 has individual molded parts 29 that are connected with each other by means of a common bar 30. The molded units 28 are in the depicted embodiment is also a molded part that formed by a pressure die casting from an aluminum alloy.

The disposition of the molded parts 27, 29 relative to each other can be seen in longitudinal cross section in FIG. 8. FIG. 8 presents the straightening tool 23 in the open-position
of its molded parts 27. The form parts 27, 29 are gathered in the tines 24 that are arch-shaped. FIG. 9 is a cross section along the line B-B. This shows that the outline geometry of the molded parts 27 and their dimensioning is adapted to the interior lateral surface of the tines 24 that are arch-shaped. The molded parts 29 serve as second molded parts in the straightening tool 23. The representation of the straightening tool 23 in FIG. 8 shows the constriction 32 that closes the hair shaping gap 31 in the direction of the open end of the tines 24 is located near the upper side of the molded parts 27 and as a result the usable height of the hair shaping gap 31 or the molded parts 27 is correspondingly large for the process of hair shaping. Also in the case of the straightening tool 23 the molded parts unit 25 is adjustable relative to the tines 24 and the molded parts unit 28, with its molded parts 29, that is similarly disposed in a stationary manner. The adjustment movement for the closing of the constriction 32 takes place in the depicted embodiment by the force of one or several spring elements. The opposite movement direction is affected by actuation of a typically manually operable actuator element, for example a button as described in the embodiment example of FIGS. 1 to 5.

Once hair strands are brought into the hair shaping gap 31 of the straightening tool 23, the actuator element that is holding the molded parts 27 in their open-position is let go so that the hair shaping gaps 31 are closed, as can be seen in FIG. 11. In this straightening tool 23, the process of the hair shaping take place primarily between the molded parts 27, 29. The edges of the tines 24 that point toward the interior serve additionally as a hair shaping edge, as in the embodiment example of FIGS. 1 to 5.

The straightening tool 23 has a heating installation for the supply of heat to the hair to be shaped that is not further described and can be the one of the straightening tool 3 of the hair straightener 1. This heats the molded parts unit 25 and/or the molded parts unit 28.

While a number of exemplary aspects and embodiments have been discussed above, those of skill in the art will recognize certain modifications, permutations, additions and sub-combinations therefore. It is therefore intended that the following appended claims hereinafter introduced are interpreted to include all such modifications, permutations, additions and sub-combinations are within their true spirit and scope. Each apparatus embodiment described herein has numerous equivalents.

The terms and expressions which have been employed are used as terms of description and not of limitation, and there is no intention in the use of such terms and expressions of excluding any equivalents of the features shown and described or portions thereof, but it is recognized that various modifications are possible within the scope of the invention claimed. Thus, it should be understood that although the present invention has been specifically disclosed by preferred embodiments and optional features, modification and variation of the concepts herein disclosed may be resorted to by those skilled in the art, and that such modifications and variations are considered to be within the scope of this invention as defined by the appended claims.

In general the terms and phrases used herein have their art-recognized meaning, which can be found by reference to standard texts, journal references and contexts known to those skilled in the art. The above definitions are provided to clarify their specific use in the context of the invention.

LIST OF REFERENCE SYMBOLS

0047. 1 Hair straightener device
0048. 2 Hand grip
0049. 3 Straightening tool
0050. 4 Connection cable
0051. 5 Tine
0052. 6 Tip
0053. 7 Molded part
0054. 8 Button
0055. 9 Cover shell
0056. 10 Hair receptacle
0057. 11 Hair shaping gap
0058. 12 Constriction
0059. 13 Undercut
0060. 14 Border
0061. 15 End
0062. 16.16.1 Shaping flank
0063. 17 Back side
0064. 18 Edge
0065. 20 Bar
0066. 21 Reset spring
0067. 22 Floor
0068. 23 Straightening tool
0069. 24 Tine
0070. 25 Molded part unit
0071. 26.26.1 Bar
0072. 27 Molded part
0073. 28 Molded part unit
0074. 29 Molded part
0075. 30 Bar
0076. 31 Hair shaping gap
0077. 32 Constriction
0078. 33 Undercut

1. A hair straightener having a comb like straightening tool comprising:
   a plurality of tines spaced apart respectively to each other by one hair receptacle and disposed in a row;
   at least one molded part associated with each tine and disposed in a movable manner relative to an additional tine that surrounds this hair receptacle;
   a second molded part associated with one of the additional tines surrounding this hair receptacle forming a hair shaping gap between the two molded parts of a hair receptacle; and
   wherein the hair shaping gaps located between the molded parts are undercut at least in the hair shaping position of the molded parts relative to each other in the direction to the border of the hair receptacles that connects the tines.

2. The device of claim 1 wherein the undercut of the hair shaping gap extends in over the entire height of the molded parts in their hair shaping position for the process of the hair straightening.

3. The device of claim 1 wherein the movable molded parts are connected together by at least one bar to form a rigid concrete molded parts unit that is movably supported relative to the tines.

4. The device of claim 3 wherein the molded parts unit is formed of a material that conducts heat well and has an
electric heating installation for the heating of the molded parts.

5. The device of claim 4, wherein the tines are implemented in an arch-shaped manner and the area surrounded by the respective tine arch features a cross sectional geometry, corresponding to the peripheral surface area of the first molded parts with a dimension such that the first molded parts fit within it.

6. The device of claim 5 wherein the first molded parts are gathered in an open-position of the hair shaping gaps at least partially within the tine arch associated with the respective molded part.

7. The device of the claim 1 wherein the second molded parts are formed by the tines that respectively face the first molded part that are interacting together with the first molded parts that are supported in a movable manner.

8. The device of claim 1 wherein the second molded parts that are interacting together with the first molded parts are formed by the tines that face the first molded parts with which molded parts are associated.

9. The device of claim 8 wherein the second molded parts are connected together by at least one bar.

10. The device of claim 8 wherein that the second molded parts are formed of a material that conducts heat well.

11. The device of claims 8 wherein the second molded parts are disposed at least partially within a tine arch.

* * * * *